Take Charge Of Your Energy Future!
You can support renewable energy installations that supply New England with clean and healthy electricity, making our energy supply safer and more secure. Though Clean Energy Choice-On Campus, a program of the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC), you have the power to:

- **Go Green!**: Make the choice to grow the clean energy supply of our school and community.
- **Minimize Your Impact**: Reduce our reliance on greenhouse gas-emitting fossil fuels that contribute to global warming.
- **Strengthen The Community**: Support job growth in the Commonwealth’s clean energy economy.

Students, faculty, and staff, can participate by choosing to pay a premium to support the development of clean electricity supplies.

Earn a Return on Your Commitment—MTC Matching Funds Rewards Your Support
For every dollar you pay to a Clean Energy Choice-On Campus supplier to support new renewable energy sources, MTC will match it with two dollars to support clean, renewable energy projects:

- 1/3 of the match goes directly to your school to invest projects on campus.
- 1/3 of the match goes to your school’s host city or town to invest in projects in the community
- 1/3 goes to projects that benefit the state’s low-income residents.

What Our School Can Do With MTC Matching Grants
Our school can put MTC’s funding to work, installing systems that produce and utilize clean, renewable electricity that save money and use less energy!

- **Put solar panels on the roof of an academic building**—
  Utilize natural sunlight to create the electricity needed to power your education.
- **Install a wind turbine at your school**—
  Help reduce the amount of fossil fuels that are consumed when you power your laptop.
- **Plant solar-powered trash compactors around campus**—
  Reduce the energy used and lower the expense of trash collection on school grounds.

Plus, by applying Clean Energy Choice-On Campus funds to other MTC programs, your school can extend the value of each dollar earned to install even larger renewable energy systems!

Check out [www.CleanEnergyChoice.org](http://www.CleanEnergyChoice.org) for more information!
Why Support Clean Energy Choice

Renewable power is an excellent source of electricity but construction of renewable energy systems is slowed by lack of financing and larger upfront costs, while energy derived from polluting fossil fuels often receives subsidies.

Mass Energy Consumers Alliance is a non-profit organization offering the New England Wind Fund program, a Clean Energy Choice-qualified supplier. The New England Wind Fund provides the financial support needed for the development of new wind-power projects.

By participating in Clean Energy Choice-On Campus, you are helping the New England Wind Fund’s efforts to build turbines that will generate more wind power. These new wind turbines will help feed our electricity supply with carbon-free, healthy, clean energy, displacing electricity generated from dirty and polluting resources that damage our environment, increase climate change impact, and infringe on our energy security. Your impact is also doubled with MTC’s matching funds sent back to your campus and community.

You Get What You Pay For

Clean Energy Choice-qualified suppliers must meet our program's high consumer protection standards. This means that when you make a contribution of your hard-earned cash, we guarantee that your money is actually going towards its intended purpose—supporting the development of new sources of clean and renewable electricity.

As a state agency, MTC regularly audits suppliers in order to ensure that information disclosure, accounting, reporting, and pricing comply with the strict standards of the Clean Energy Choice program.

Check out www.CleanEnergyChoice.org for more information!

The Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC) is the state’s development agency for renewable energy and the innovation economy. It administers the Renewable Energy Trust (RET) which is helping to promote renewable energy technologies and foster the emergence of sustainable markets for power generated from renewable sources.

MTC invites you to learn more about its efforts to promote renewable sources of energy and sign up to support clean energy in Massachusetts at www.CleanEnergyChoice.org.

Here, you will find:
- Answers to your questions about this program
- Information regarding renewable electricity offerings
- A list of items that communities can purchase with MTC matching grants

Visit us online today!
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